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JCM Global Brings 60 Years of Groundbreaking Innovation and Standard-Setting Inventions
to Macao Gaming Show
JCM Will Exhibit on Stand #AH-20
MACAO, China (30 October 2015) – For more than 60 years, JCM Global has been creating industry-leading
solutions that set global standards, and now JCM is bringing its innovative product portfolio to the Macao Gaming
Show.
The show takes place 17-19 November at the Venetian Macao, and JCM will be on stand #AH-20 with a wide range
of bill validation, printing, and system solutions that help operators of all sizes maintain the highest levels of security
while also creating deeper connections with their customers.
JCM Asia New Business Development Manager Jay Townsend said, “For 60 years, JCM has been humbled by our
success, and by the ongoing support of our many customers around the world. We invite the Asian gaming industry
to visit us at the Macao Gaming Show, to expereince our award-winning product line first hand, and to celebrate our
past success and the beginning of our next 60 years.”
JCM’s award-winning line of bill validation technology is led by iVIZION®, the most widely used bill validator in
Macao. iVIZION is equipped with the most advanced validation security features and anti-stringing technology
available, all with an acceptance rate of 99+ percent, and the iVIZION®-HC®, perfectly fits the high volume of Macao
with its high-capacity cash box. JCM will also show its iPRO™ and UBA® bill validators. Additionally, for the first
time in Asia, JCM Global is excited to present a new table product featuring a real time currency validation and
reporting solution with TITO for enhancing table operations.”
JCM’s printing solutions features the award-winning GEN2 Universal™ printer, with the speed, flexibility and
durability to meet operators’ demands, as well as the built-in flexibility of its universal connection ports. With a proven
track record of reliability, more than 1.5 million GEN2 Universal printers are helping operators maximize playtime
and reduce operational costs worldwide.
JCM’s line of system solutions includes the award-winning ICB® Intelligent Cash Box, which has been proven to
improve a casino’s overall accounting efficiencies by automating processes, thereby eliminating human errors. JCM
will also show the PromoNet® intelligent promotional couponing system and the BlueWave DX™ hand-held firmware
upload tool.
Join JCM on stand #AH-20 at the Macao Gaming Show and on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
About JCM Global

www.jcmglobal.com
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and integrators
on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking products
like the iVIZION®, Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA®) and Vega-RC™ bill validators, Intelligent Cash Box (ICB®),
FutureLogic’s GEN2® and GEN2 Universal® printers, Ticket2Go™, TableXchange® and PromoNet® systems
products. For more information, visit JCM Global’s 24-hour tradeshow at www.jcmglobal.com.
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